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Abstract 
          In this paper we find new method to interpolation by using parameter polynomials. The 

problem studied here is the way of determine the consider element that is we can find it from 

solution equations system of every parameters curves that is we get from interpolation points. 

There are many studies in this field, the researchers are state the leading methods and formulate 

programmed examples to show the details of these studies. Compare this method with known 

methods by test examples and find the merits and drawbacks of each study. 

 الخــلاصـــــة
انبارمخزيت. مشكهت انذراست هىا حكمه في أمكاويت  مخعذدة انذذود في هذا انبذث وجذوا طزيقت جذيذة نلاوذراج بأسخخذاو            

. هىاك انعذيذ مه انذراساث الاوذراجانثىابج انىاحجت مه دم اوظمت معادلاث نمىذىياث باراميخزيت وذصم عهيها مه وقاط حذذيذ 

في هذا انمجال ديث أقخزح انبادثىن طزائق رئيسيت وأمثهت مبزمجت نخىضيخ حفاصيم هذي انذراساث. ديث قىُروج هذي انطزيقت 

 مع انطزائق انمشهىرة عه طزيق أمثهت أخخباريت ووجذوا  أيجابياث و سهبياث كم دراست.

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

1- Introduction   
Interpolation methods such as Lagrange, least square, and spline are given a numerical function 

with a different certain ratio of error. This default error becomes a problem in many branches of 

science. In this paper, the calculation of interpolation points from parametric curves. We will 

examine yet another way of defining curves - the parametric description. We will see that this is, in 

some ways, far more useful than either the Cartesian description or the polar form. Although we 

shall only study planar curves the parametric description can be generalised to the description of 

spatial curve to find interpolation points. 

 

2- Basic Definitions and Theorems : 

In this section, the basic definitions and theorems with properties are presented as a function 

       is given only at discrete points such as                                      . How 

does one find the value of     at any other value of     ? 
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Definition (2-1)[1] : 

 A continuous function      may be used to represent the     data values with      passing 

through the     nodes. Then one can find the value of   at any given value of  . This is called 

interpolation. Of course, if     falls outside the range of      for which the data is given, it is no 

longer interpolation but instead is called extrapolation. There are various methods for performing 

interpolation. In this paper, we will discuss various types of commonly used interpolation schemes 

(Lagrange, Least square and splines interpolations). Often we may use a cubic spline algorithm, 

which is normally the preferred type of interpolation[2]. 

Definition  (2.2) [3,4]. 

A spline is a curve S(u) of degree   with knots         and          and                     if: 
1)               times differentiable at any r- knot 

2)      is a polynomial of degree     over each knot interval            
     for               
Definition (2.3) [4]. 

Let   (  )   

     
 be a non decreasing sequence of real numbers, and let an integer    . The 

space of all spline curves in    of degree   and with knots   is defined as:      
 

 {∑       
 
       

                }  

More precisely, an element   ∑       
 
                   

 
  is called a spline vector function or a 

parametric spline curve of degree   with knots  , and (  )   

 
 are called B-spline coefficients or 

control points of  . 
Definition (2.4) [5]. 
We can describe the     coordinates of points on a curve in the plane with two function of  , one 

for   and one for  , these functions are called parametric equations, the input variable   is called 

parameter, as   changes and coordinates changes, the resulting curve is called the parametric curve. 

Suppose that   and   are both given as functions of a third variable    by the equations         and 

      , each value of    determines a point      , which we can plot in a coordinate plane. As   
varies, the point 

            (         ) varies and traces out a curve  , which it a parametric curve. 

3-New Proposed Method 

          When we have     interpolation points [ let:                              ], then to 

find a parameter polynomial that passes through these points, we have     values of the 

parameter   are chosen for the curve, we can choose this points as follow: 

Let                                                  

                                            
    

          
   

        
          

    
               

From equation (3.1) we can find the value of   , when got more values then take the real of it, and 

by the same way we can find        .  

                        

                                               

                            

                
                    

By the same way we can find other equations to get the following equations system: 
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then a system equations of      determine a constant points              is solved to find     , 

and by same a way we can find     , therefor the parameter polynomial will be as      

(         ). 

4- Comparing the Results by Test Example: 

In this section, we will take a test example and we find solution of it by two interpolation methods 

(cubic spline method and proposed method), later we will find ratio error of for this example and 

compare between the two results of these two methods to know which is given less error. 

Notes: 

 To find the ratio error in the test examples we will use          . 

 To find the distance by integration parameter functions we take the following formula 

∫     ∫  ̇              

where               are   and       , respectively, for the parameter function     . [6]. 

 To find the ratio error in the test examples we will use           for the parameter function 

one can find that, by using the following formula: 

[∫              ]

 
 

 [∫ |(           )
 
  ̇     |]

 
 
 

where                 are the  a   and       , respectively, for the parameter function 

      also                 are the  a   and       , respectively, for the parameter 

function     . 

Example: To construct the polynomial interpolating the data 

    

    by using: 

 

 Cubic Spline Method 

The solution for this example by this method is given by: 

 

     

{
 

 
   ⁄           ⁄                                 

  ⁄      ⁄                                                     

  ⁄      ⁄                                                             

   ⁄           ⁄                                    

  

 Proposed Method 

The solution for this example by this method is given by: 

                  
Fig. 4.1 shows solutions of test example in both methods, also the table 4.1 shows the ratio error of 

both methods. 

  -2 -1 0 1 2 

        -8 -1 0 1 8 
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Fig. 4.1 All Solution Methods for Test Example 

Table 4.1 shows the ratio error of both methods, also .Fig. 4.1 shows solutions of  the test example 

in both methods. 

Method Cubic Spline Proposed 

Error 1.1156 0 
 

Tab. 4.1 Ratio Error for both Solution Methods to Test Example 

Conclusion: 

        We used parametric curve in interpolation via finding the constant points in a well arranged 

shape with interpolation points, where new proposed method passed through the interpolation 

points. Through investigating the pervious studies in this field, it became clearer that the proposed 

method of finding the constant points is more efficient than the analytic one. Finally, we testing 

proposed method by example where comparing with another methods and we find the ratio error for 

these interpolation methods. 
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